Cylindrical surfaces of many irregularities populate aerospace and automotive engine components. Many of these surfaces represent power transmitting shafts and rotary mating parts that require structured meshes to expedite contact and other finite element analyses with their mates. This poses a challenge to surface and volume mesh generators. In this paper a novel method of multiblocking based on 2D Cartesian slabs is proposed for the generation of predominantly structured meshes on irregular cylindrical surfaces. A seam generation technique comprises the first step, leading to the creation of an axial line of optimal length to split the 3D surface to facilitate 2D flattened or parametric space generation. The 2D parametric domain of the surface is next transformed to an axis-parallel local coordinate system for Cartesian slab generation. An intricate virtual face split operator is used to dissect the 2d parameter space into parallel rectangular slabs of uniform or varying thicknesses. A light-weight, mesher-native topology builder that uses virtual topological elements is proposed for constructing a virtual topology network of the slabs. Results demonstrate high quality, high fidelity transfinite-dominant meshes on a host of trimmed cylindrical surfaces.
friction and heat and hence lubrication. Of the types of structural analyses performed, contact modeling and analysis assumes prime importance. These components include shafts, bushes, bearings, valve seats etc. Contact analysis requires finite element meshes generated on the mating parts to be topologically and sometimes geometrically compatible in order to create MPCs (multi-point constraints) or other suitable boundary conditions.
In the industry, most cylindrical surfaces dealt with are composite surfaces abstracted either from a collection of faces, all of which are not periodic or cylindrical, or tessellated surfaces originating from a plethora of discrete data sources, not all of which are CAD surfaces. Three such tessellated surfaces are depicted in Fig. 1 . Hence, many of these 'irregular' cylindrical surfaces do not have a well defined parameter space or 2D meshing domain for meshers to work on. Although it is possible to generate 3D surface meshes on such surfaces directly, such meshes are usually not uniform, transfinite (mapped), and controlled enough to meet contemporary finite element modeling norms for structural analyses. The contact analysis requirement of matching meshes on the mating parts can be best described by the trimmed cylindrical surface illustrated in Fig. 2 . The lower half of the surface mates with another cylindrical surface of similar shape and size. Figure 2a shows an unstructured mesh on the cylindrical surface which violates the norms of contact modelling. However, if the mesh generated on the surface is as dominantly transfinite (mapped) as shown in 2b, it can be easily set up for contact analysis (Figure 2c ) where the red section of the mesh is mated by a paired node relationship with the mating part. Without dominantly transfinite (mapped) meshes on such mating surfaces, contact and other types of assembly modelling becomes inefficient. In many of these industrial components, the cylindrical surfaces encountered have discontinuities in the form of tears, lips, cut-outs, holes, trimmings etc. that prevent the existence of a good parameter space for 2D mesh generation. Figure 3 (a,b) illustrates one such surface with six holes meshed with both unstructured and structured transfinite-dominant (mapped) meshing algorithms.
It is also important to underline another emergent modelling trend for solid engine components. Surfaces of revolution or periodicity are quite abundant in these parts and it has been observed that if these surfaces are meshed with structured surface meshes, the resultant solid tetrahedral meshes on the bodies become economical in comparison to the similar volume meshes on bodies with unstructured skins. For all these reasons the demand for structured surface meshes on periodic surfaces of all kinds (with all sorts of irregularities) is on the rise. While it is trivial to generate an isotropic or axially and radially controlled transfinite mesh on perfect cylindrical CAD surfaces with well-defined parameter spaces, generating structured and usercontrolled meshes on irregular cylindrical surfaces with discontinuities without well-defined flattened domains or parameter space and with meshing constraints coming from neighboring faces and boundary conditions etc. is equally non-trivial.
Previous Work
The premise of traditional Cartesian grid methods [1] is to firstly overlay a regular grid on a geometry and remove elements that conflict with the boundary. The remaining outer elements on the periphery of the mesh are then modified to form a boundary conformal mesh. Although the majority of the mesh generated with this approach in the interior is very structured, the boundary mesh is anisotropic and usually of poor quality. Nevertheless, more modern methods such as that of Malcevic et al [2] , which determines a transformed representation of the surface as a pre-requisite and aligns every edge with a Cartesian coordinate system before overlaying the grid, generates meshes of much better quality in a similar manner to the submapping method [3] . The disadvantage of this approach is that the face may not be very suitable for admitting a transformed representation, in which case the generated Cartesian mesh with regular connectivities will have large distortions particularly around boundary areas corresponding to 90° corners in the transformed representation. Furthermore, Ali et al [4] applied the aforementioned approach to end wall cavities found in turbomachinery and observed that the method produced unnecessary mesh clustering across block interfaces. When seamed, and flattened, the irregular cylinders assume complex, non-convex shapes, triangulation technique for which described by Chazelle et al [5, 6] provide interesting ideas and insights, however, they fall far short of the goals of this investigation. Isogeometric approaches to similar problems exist too, like a recent investigation by Lei et al [7] where surface foliation theory is applied to genus zero surface templates resulting in high quality structured meshes with quadrilaterals. A major limitation of such methods is the requirement of well-defined T-spline surfaces.
Proposed Algorithm
In this paper, we propose a new multi-blocking strategy for irregular, tessellated cylindrical and periodic surfaces for structured surface mesh generation with both triangle and quadrangular elements. The process begins after a novel seam generation technique has been employed to generate a high quality axially aligned seam [8] . The "seam" of a cylindrical/periodic is an edge, geometric or abstract topological, that cuts the surface so it can be opened up, rolled out and flattened to generate a 2D parameter space where 2D meshing can happen. The shape and orientation of the seam has a crucial bearing on the quality of the mesh generated. A slanted, curved or kinky seam, as shown in figure  4 (a) can adversely affect the structured nature of the mesh or its quality. Figure 4 contrasts the effect of a poor quality seam on a cylinder mesh with that of a high quality seam. As is evident from fig. 4b , because of distortion and lack of quadrangularity of the 2D domain, a quality transfinite mesh could not be generated reliably. The seam generation algorithm [8] decides on the location and direction of the seam and evaluates them from a curvature analysis of the surface performed by means of a cross-field.
Once the seam is generated, the surface is cut by the seam edge and immediately duplicated into two half edges. One of them is a master edge and the coincident other is called a slave edge. The domain is next flattened by a nonlinear, least-square fit based domain generation method [9, 10] . The method balances conformal (angle preserving) and authalic (area preserving) mappings. Lagrange multipliers are used to eliminate rotational and translation degrees of freedom and enforce periodic boundary conditions such that the distortion between 2D and 3D is minimized. These domains are illustrated in Fig.10 .
The 2D domain of the surface is next transformed to a local Cartesian coordinate system where the seam represents the Y-axis. A slicing tool is used to generate split lines at uniform intervals so as to dissect the face into several 2D Cartesian slabs or virtual faces as shown in Fig. 9 and 10(b). Virtual vertices are created at the intersection of these split lines with the surface boundary edges.
Once the split locations are registered on the face boundary, a virtual topology network builder is invoked. This topology builder first creates face interior virtual edges. It also virtually partitions the face boundary edges and then walks the boundary of the face discovering the topology of the slabs and constructs virtual faces. These virtual faces are called Cartesian slabs. All virtual topological entities used are purely topological, virtual and thus conceptual, meaning these objects do not carry geometric data of the face or edges. They exist only in 2D as lines joining two points (virtual edges) and topological loops (virtual faces or Cartesian slabs) defined by virtual edges and sub-edges. The virtual topology network is thus lightweight and only references the parent geometry. Finally, transfinite-dominant meshes are generated on the 2D Cartesian slabs. These meshes on the virtual faces are combined, smoothed as one entity and transformed back to the 3D surface as shown in fig. 4c & 4f. The structured nature and high quality of these meshes, in both triangular and quadrangular form, speak for the efficacy of the overall algorithm. 
Generation of flattened 2D parametric space
A Weighted Half-Edge Method (WHEM) proposed by Beatty and Mukherjee [9, 10] is employed for generating a 2D parameter space of the tessellated surface. This method combines authalic mapping with conformal mapping and uses constraints and parameters especially suited for transfinite meshing. In the WHEM, a vertex in a polygon is associated with two parameters for each edge of the polygon. For this reason, this edge is assumed to be made up of two half-edge's -a master and a slave. The seam of the cylindrical surface is an ideal example where each vertex of tessellation on the seam has two unique u,v values -one for each side of the surface. In the case of a triangle there is one such (opposite) edge for each triangle where the vertex resides. This method uses two parameters -α corresponds to a location along the polygon edge and β, relates to a geodesic distance from the point along the (possibly continued) polygon edge to the vertex divided by the length of the edge. Using the 3D characterization, it is possible to find a full range of different 2D solutions. In the WHEM, the type of solution is tied to a mapping type parameter, S, that varies from 0 in the conformal (angle preserving) case to 2 in the authalic (area preserving) case. In the WHEM the target location of a vertex based on parameters, α and β of an opposite edge, h, is given by:
where P is for position along the polygon edge and T for evaluation of the tangent. Z is a vertex position in the complex plane. ρ is a scaling factor for 3D to 2D along the polygon edge,
The WHEM minimizes the sum of the least square distance between the positions of vertices and their (weighted) average target positions.
For transfinite or mapped meshing, the boundary of the domain is constrained to form a rectangle with four sides that form pseudo-edges. The 2D length of each pseudo-edge is set to the average of its length and that of its opposing pseudo-edge. All pseudo edges are next scaled so that the area of the rectangle in the 2D domain is the same as the area of the 3D triangulation. One pseudo-edge is constrained to be along the x-direction by setting the difference between facet points between facet edge to its new scaled distance. To eliminate the translational degree of freedom a constraint is added based on a weighting of the points.
Cartesian Slabbing
The premise of the approach presented here is to use the seam to align the flattened 2D surface with the y axis of the Cartesian grid. After the seam has been aligned, the slabs are delimited by the intersections of a series of lines parallel with the y axis and the face boundary. The width of each slab is defined by the element size. The newly defined slabs are then transformed back to the original orientation of the flattened 2D domain of the surface.
Cartesian Grid Alignment
After the seam has been generated on the cylinder in 3D, the seam edges are tagged so when the cylinder is flattened these edges can be easily identified. The original edge in 3D is represented by two coincidental edges, namely the master and slave seam edge, as shown in Figure 5 . After flattening, in the 2D parametric domain, these two edges end up at the two extremities of the flattened domain. Each facet point on these edges have different u,v values in 2D but the same x,y,z values in 3D.
For the method described here, the master seam edge will be used for grid alignment. In any case, the 2D flattened domain occupies an arbitrary orientation that is not aligned with the parametric Cartesian grid, as shown in Fig. 6 . By using a unit direction vector along the seam, Qs the transform, T can be computed according to equation 3, to align the flattened face with the local Cartesian (XY) coordinate system, as shown in Figure 6 . 
Interval Assignment
The total number of slabs across the entire face, slabs n is computed according to equation 5,
where circ l is the circumferential length and size e is the user defined element size. Before the position of the slabs are defined, a customer requirement must be satisfied. Namely, it is desired that slab splits extend through the centroid of any inner loops or concavity vertices. To facilitate this requirement the face is segmented into a series of subdomains spanning between loop centroids (or concavities) and the slab count is distributed between the domains, as shown in Figure 7 .
The parametric position defining the boundary between each sub-domain (as shown by the purple line in Fig.  7 ) is defined according to equation 6.
where i is the index of the sub-domain, N is the total number of inner loops and concavities, lcx P is the x coordinate of the loop centroid or concavity, SSx P is the x coordinate of the slave seam vertex and MSx P is the x coordinate of the master seam vertex.
The sub-domain boundaries form a part of the total number of splits that will define the slabbing over the entire face. Consequently, provided the total number of slabs is greater than the number of sub-domains, the effective number of slabs effective n , that does not include the sub-domain slabbing is calculated according to eqn. 7. The number of subdomains, m is expressed in eqn. 8. The number of effective slabs are distributed among m sub-domains (refer Fig. 7 ) with the aim of producing a uniform interval number per distance along the span of the face in the x direction. This can be achieved by solving the optimization problem in eqn.9 to yield the solution vector of integer counts for the sub-domains (eqn.10) subject to the constraints expressed in eqn.11. The optimization problem defined in equation 7 can be solved by a variety of approaches, such as the Simplex Method [11] .
Slab Generation
Using figure 7 as a reference, the parametric position of the start points of the splits lines at the sub-domain boundaries and the effective split lines used for partitioning up the face are defined according to equation 12.
At each start point, ij P a vertical split line is established parallel to the y axis of the Cartesian grid. The points of intersection between the split line and the polygon boundary are computed according to Bowyer et al [12] , as shown in Figure 8 .
An array ij a of intersection points k sp P , is established for each split line where k denotes the index of the intersection point in the array. ij a is sorted by arranging the y coordinate values of the intersection points in ascending order.
Finally for every point in ij a , the inverse transformation (of that computed in equation 3) is applied, according to equation 13, to reorient the point in the flattened domain, as shown in Figure 9 . The sorted arrays are updated with the newly transformed intersection points and are submitted to the virtual topology builder which establishes the block topology for the slabs, as described in section 6. 
Mesher-native virtual topology builder
Topology building begins with the transformed split intersection points (Fig. 9, 10 ) of the split lines with the surface boundary in the 2D flattened domain. At each intersection point a node is created. These special nodes are called virtual vertices (green vertices in Fig. 10 ) and serve as the lowest hierarchical element of the virtual topology network. Vertices marking the ends of a split line segment are linked in pairs. Next virtual edges (yellow lines in Fig.  10 ), which are straight lines in 2D, are generated between linked vertex pairs. Given these freshly formed virtual edges and virtual vertices and the original surface geometry, the mesher-native topology builder constructs virtual faces (pink shaded face in Fig.10 ). Each virtual face represents a Cartesian slab. All temporarily generated nodes on the face boundary are deleted at this point. The topology engine is extremely light-weight, contains very little datamostly pointers/references to nodes/virtual vertices/ virtual edges and sub-edges (segment of a geometry edge) and runs in the 2D parameter space of the face. Once the final mesh is generated on the virtual faces, the nodes/elements of all virtual faces are associated with the original parent face/edges and the virtual topology is discarded.
Topology elements
The topology elements of this multiblock model are listed here -1. Virtual Vertex -these dummy vertices are created at the intersection of virtual edges or split lines with the face boundary. These are nodes in disguise that have a virtually data-free topological signature assigned to them for identification as vertex. 2. Sub-Edge -when a virtual vertex is introduced on an edge, the edge is topologically split up into two subedges, which are references to parts of a geometry edge. A sub-edge holds two doubles -the edge parameters (ts, te; 0.0 < ts & te < 1.0; te > ts) marking the start and end of the sub-edge. 3. Virtual Edge -these are dummy edges representing split lines (straight lines in 2D) running between reflex vertices and their pairs. Its data comprises its end points. 4. Virtual Face -Cartesian slabs or multiblocked faces into which the virtual edges decompose the original face.
Virtual topology network
Once all the virtual edges are created, the virtual face topology is constructed via an edge walking algorithm -
ALGORITHM I
The input to this algorithm is the relationship between the vertices (as shown in Fig. 10 ) and the virtual topology elements -face edges, vertices, virtual vertices, virtual edges and sub-edges. Fig. 10(a) illustrates the Cartesian slabs of a decomposed trimmed cylindrical tessellated surface in 2D. The yellow horizontal lines indicate the virtual edges used to decompose the face, the yellow vertices indicate geometry vertices and the green vertices are virtual vertices created by the decomposition method. These v-edges run parallel to the seam edge(s) at the top and bottom boundaries of the 2d domain. Fig. 10 (b) shows in inset a detailed section of the decomposed face (area within black rectangle) with selected labeling of the virtual topological elements. All face-edges are oriented in a counterclockwise direction. First an STL (Standard Template Library) MAP is formed of all face-edges (EList) and an empty vertex queue, VQ ( refer Fig. 10(b) ) While EList > 0 { 1. Starting with the face-interior virtual edges an attempt is made to build virtual faces or Cartesian slabs. When all virtual edges (v-edge) are connected to 2 slabs or virtual faces (v-face), a valid, air-tight virtual topology is established. 2. Starting with a v-edge Ev1 for example, as a walking edge Evw (= Ev1) going in any direction or edge-use, a start vertex Vs and an end vertex Ve are fixed. The walk starts with Vs in the loop-direction (CCW) & returns to Ve using the shortest path. 3. Vs is added to the v-queue VQ if not already added. 4. To determine the shortest path, first, get all adjacent edges connected to Vs. 5. Going over all adjacent edges ∑Ea we select an edge (in this case) Es11 a. If only one of those edges is a v-edge, its adjacent vertex Vva is selected. b. If all edges are real edges and exist in EList, get the one that is farthest along the loop direction. Get its end vertex (going in the original face-loop direction) Vva. c. For the very first vertex Vs of all the adjacent edges, only the ones need to be considered that make a face normal parallel to that of the original face. A cross product of the tangents at the meeting point of the two edges is used to compare with the face normal. d. If more than one of the connected edges are v-edges, the face normal comparison is used to rule out the incorrect ones. If more than one v-edge is correctly oriented with respect to Evw, the edge that makes the smallest included angle with Evw, is selected. For example, vertex Vvb is connected to two v-edges -Ev4 and Ev5. When the walking edge is Es10 and the start vertex is Vvb, Ev5 will be rejected in favor of Ev4 based on the angle it makes with the walking edge. 6. When the adjacent vertex Vva is found, it is added to the vertex tree VQ. This becomes the new Vs. The walking edge is Evw = Es11. We go back to step 3. 7. The walk stops when Ve is found. The vertex tree VQ has a chain of vertices (and thus edges) that will form the v-face or Cartesian slab loop. The v-face is now created. The vertex Tree VQ is cleared. 8. As the v-faces are formed, the real-edges used in the face-loop are removed from the Edge STL MAP EList.
When this edge map EList is emptied, the process ends. This means all the boundary edges are part of the newly created v-faces. 9. If the v-edge is still not connected to 2 v-faces, flip its direction, get the other edge-use and go back to step 2. }
Transfinite meshing
To set up the transfinite meshing problem, pseudo-edges are constructed along the sides of a four/three sided virtual face; a series of pseudo-edge clans are built next and element count conflict is resolved by means of a CorrectorConstrainer solution [10] . Faces do not necessarily have an isotropic seeding on the boundary, and thus anisotropic Transfinite Interpolations or TFIs are used to generate meshes. An example is shown in Figure 11 (d).
Results and discussion
Several cylindrical surfaces selected from aero-engine models are meshed with Cartesian slab meshing technique. All of these surfaces are composite, irregular and trimmed. Fig. 11 illustrates several of these surfaces. Fig. 11 (a -b) shows on a surface with a heart-shaped cut-out, the comparison of an ordinary unstructured mesh with a Cartesianslabbed mesh. A similar comparison on a surface with two oval shaped cut-outs can be seen in Fig. 11(c-d) reveals the orderliness and structured nature of the Cartesian-slabbed mesh. Fig 11 (e-h) depict both triangular and quadrangular meshes generated with Cartesian-slab multiblocking on four trimmed cylinders of irregular shape with lips and irregular shaped cut-outs. All meshes are structured and fairly uniform. At times, due to external constraints coming from odd-shaped trimmed surface boundaries and other neighboring faces, it is not possible to maintain uniform thickness in the Cartesian slabs. This can be observed in Fig.11 (f) . Face-loops of any shape (convex or concave) and size can be handled by the proposed algorithm as demonstrated by Figs.1, 2, 11(f) and 11 (h). Finally, Fig. 11 (i) and Fig. 11 (j) display the effectiveness of the approach on curved cylindrical faces whereby the mesh is aligned with the parameterization of the surface. This is made possible by the high quality seam generation algorithm for general cylinders [8] .
Conclusion
In response to an emergent need in the structural analysis industry dealing with mechanical and aerospace engine components, a novel multiblocking algorithm based on Cartesian slabs is reported in this paper. This algorithm is used to generate transfinite-dominant (mapped) surface meshes on irregular cylindrical surfaces. First, a seam is generated parallel to the axis of the surface so it can be rolled out and flattened to generate a 2D parameter space. The flattening method balances conformal (angle preserving) and authalic (area preserving) mappings. The 2D domain of the surface is next transformed to a local Cartesian coordinate system where the seam represents the Y-axis. Split lines at uniform intervals are generated that run parallel to the seam. The intersections of the split lines with the face boundary provide locations for virtual vertices. A virtual topology network builder is invoked to build virtual faces representing the Cartesian slabs. Finally, on each Cartesian-slab or virtual face a transfinite-dominant mesh is generated. These meshes are assembled, re-associated back to the original face, smoothed as one entity and transformed back to the 3D surface. Results clearly illustrate the high quality, structured meshes generated with both triangles and quadrangles bearing ample proof of the power and efficacy of the overall algorithm. This algorithm does not have to be restricted to periodic surfaces only. It has greater potential and effort is underway towards the development of a Cartesian-slab mesher for generic surfaces. 
